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Satellite Is Still
Going Strong
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City, county and state
searched until dark yesterday for
e man, believed to be Billy Joe
Kirk, wanted by Tennesse authoities on a charge of selling
mortaged property.
He had been picked up earlier
In the day for routine checking
and questioning by Sheriff Futrell, but broke away to escape
In a. woods. This occured near
Collins Grocery on highway 94.
It was only then 'that local
police learned a man answering
hrs description had eluded
County,
Stewart
in
officials
Teen., and that he, Billy Joe
Kirk, might be their man.
When he was reported to be
seen later in the day near New
Providence, a search was organized. Kirk was located in a corn
field and police officers began
to encircle it. Kirk eluded his
would-be oaptors just as darkness was falling by running into
a densly wooded area.
The search was discontinued as
officers felt they would be unable to locate him in the h^avy
underbrush at night. The roads
e r e
in that area, however,
patrolled until well after dark,
but Kirk reportech4Lleas a 0
SO-6ff again. —
Many caas were made to the
various police department during
the day by persons who had
seen Kirk, or a man answering
to his description.
According to Sheriff Futrell,
Kirk was unarmed yesterday.
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Braves Win
See full story on the sports page.

Sputnik Rocket
Sighted In U.$

a.

.10

By UNITED PRESS
The nose of the rocket that
fired Russia's Sputnix into space
was sighted officially for the
first time in the United States
today. But the satellite itself has
not been seen as yet by American official observers.
James Plato, a member of
"Operation Moon/watch" spotted
rocket
while
the third-stage
scanning the northern horizon.by
telescope at 6:23 a.m. e.d.t. from
his perch atom, the New Haven,
Conn., State Teachers College.
He said he saw the rocket for
30 to 40 sessends. He said it appeared as a "faint star" of the
third or fourth magnitude, 40 degrees above the horizon at a 45degree angle.
Dr. J. Allen Hynek, of the
Smithsonian Asteariautical Laboratory in Cambridge. Mass.,
confirmed .Plato's sighting. He
also reported that the f i rs t
photograph of the rocket was
taken Wednesday at Newbroow,
Alberta,' Canada.
"The New Haven group very

rocket "refIxts a greater quantity of light than the satellite and
is easier to observe."
Actually, the Soviets claim
they have three objects orbiting
the earth. One is Sputnik, the
setellite proper. • The 'second is
the nose of the three-etage /ticket that drove Sputnik into outer
space. The third is the protective
cone or aluminum shield which
covered the satellite and rocket.
While there have been numerous reports of sighting the statelhte and the rocket nose, no one
has reported seeing the protective shield.

Billy J. Stubblefield, punch
press operator of the Murray
Manufacturing Company, receives
the certificate as the 500,000th
Blue Shield member in the state
of Kentucky. This enrollment has
been achieved in only nine years.
Presentation was made by D.
Lane Tynes, Executive Director
of Kentucky Blue Cross - Blue
Shield, at a .special meeting at
Kenlake Hotel on. October 3.
There will be 25 delegates
Sixty-one doctors and laymen
from the Memphis. Conference
were present.
attending the. U. N. Seminar on
Dr. J. Duffy Hancock, PresiWorld Peace in New York, Ocdent of the Board of Trustees
•
tober 14 through 17, 1957.
of Kentucky Physicians Mutual,
This seminar will be composed
presided. Special speakers were -drstiPileas
ostaboolteustabiseHalegen Coder?
-ffr
'11bWarer SicriVit
Hynek said. "They did not set ences of the Methodist chattel.
cinnati, Dr. Oscar 0. Miller of the satellite.
Those who will be going as
Louisville and D. Lane Tynes.
Dr. Hynek said officials at the delegates from the Paris diatrita
Carebridge center, which is world are :he following: Rev. W. L.
headquarters for tracking Rus- Hill and Miss Lola Jane Cooper,
sia's man-made moon, also re- Murray; Rev. L. B. Council, Marceived weed from Sydney, Aus- tin, Tenn.; Miss Jane Kemp,,
tralia, reporting that eoth the Purysar, Tenn.; Miss Jane HarSAI.T LAKE CITY, Utah (ir — rocket and the satellite were grove, Gleason. Tenn.; Mr. and
rIRST PHOTO of the Ford-built rocket to be launchM et 41. C. McClellan. Hickre a r..
.
A
"huge fireball" hurtletai over ogiried there.
some 20 miles
Anspenakt
ed from
Jirernie Parrish, Benton; Juno
Gulf Growing Wider
several Western states today and
above the Pacific atoll of Eniwetok. The project, "ParThe Ausrakan report showed Rein and Jerry Seaver's, 'Paduesh.
names ly missed striking a Navy
ta
the multi-stage rocket 1,000
side" will attempt to
plane before it crashed in the the rocket 'trailing the satellite
vicinity of Myton, Utah. near by about 700 miles, indicating
to 4,000 miles above the earth with a huge balloon
By UNITED PRESS
the gulf between the two was
lifting the rocket above the earth's atmosphere. ScientHealth officials today counted the Colorado - Utah state line.
An air traffic control spokes- growing Wider.' Dr. Hynek said
ists say this vehicle has been ready for a month await- at least six new deaths blamed
on Asian flu in mounting out- man here said the plane was this meant the rocket definitely
ing proper weather conditions for launching.
(International SouncIptoto)
breaks of the disease across the almost hit by the fireball which will crash.
All members of the Cailoway
shot across the pre-dawn skies
A "huge fireball" that hurtled
country.
County Farm Bureau are invita
across the pre-dawn skies of
Milwaukee's flu epidemic hit over Denver at 4:05 a.m. m.s.t.
ed and urged to attend a policy
The spokesman said the plane parts of Colorado. South Dakota.
its peak and was expected to
discussion meeting at 200 p.m.
saw Texas. Wyoming arid Utah today
continue another three weeks followed the fireball and
Saturday In the circuit court
it crash 20 to 30 miles from caused many persons in those
New
in
But
declining.
before
room of the courthouse President
had states to think the rocket had
York. scene of today's final Myton. where it apparently
Holmes EMS will preside and
set off a number of fires.
been burned eut in the earth's
epidemic
game,
flu
a
Series
World
there will ,iteh open diecusehon
The fireball also was seen atmosphere.
appeared on the wane.
nity to make recand an oppe
and
D.,
S.
City,
Rapid
Three of. the latest deaths over
The "fireball" barely missed
omendatitens on matters concernMurray and Cadiz will be enor flu- Dalhart, Tex. There were other striking a Navy plane before it
ing farm .people of the county.
A new piece of information and behoof of his legal represen- believed caused by flu
hostess to the Woodmen Circle
maw
sighted
was
reports that it
in
were
Myton,
of
complications
vicinity
induced
the
in
crashed
Local, State and national Maton Nathan Stubblefield w a s tatives.
Wee'. Kerrtucky Rally whic ti
Wyoming.
Utah, near the Colorado - Utah meets in Murray today (Oct. 10)
"In Testimony whereof. I here- Michigan. two of them in Pennters may be eionadered particubrought into the office of the
There was speculation the
Utah.
in
my
one
affix
and
apparently
and
it
hand
sylvania
state line, where
Ledger and Times yesterday by unto set my
at the Woman's Club House.
larly in reference to the tobacco
"fireball" might be part of a
Nurse Among Victims
off a number of fires.
Guy Downs of Murray route seal, this 6th day of June A.D.
Honoring the national presithe Russian set
put
powrarn and the -Soil Bank prothat
rocket
Patricia
was
victims
the
was
Among
But Dr. Hynek said it
three, near the uld post office 1907." •
dent,' Mrs. Florence H. Jensen,
around the
orbit
gram.
an
in
satellite
stua
Pittsburgh,
(seal)
of
Longo, 18,
Nathan B. Stubblefield
"extremely doubtful" the fireball Omaha, Neb.. who is the special
of Van Cleave.
last Friday.
The possibility of forming a
dent, nurse. Dr. Jonas Salk, de- earth late
the Russian
Mr. Downs is in possession In present of two witnesses
Denver was connected with
in
guest for the oecaeien. M r S.
official
County
Calloway
fusel
water
CAA
A
vaccine
5,
veloper of the Salk polio
of an assignment to R. Downs, John A. Siggers
largest satellite and its trailing rocket Martha Carter and the Jessie
the
was
fireball
the
eastern and rural fire poitection
said
and an influenza expert, was
his father, from Nathan B. Stub- Lewis Eberly
Houston Service Club entertainever seen. He said it and shield.
service will .elso be discussed
asked to conduct tests to. deter- he had
He said that at the reported ed with a dinner at the Carter
blefield, inventor of radio, of no legalization necessary
and was
blue
be
to
appeared
briefly.
mine the exact cause of death.
time of the crash—shortly after home, Wednesday evening.
five per cent interest in the
long streams of flame.
All Farm Bureau members
The disease continued to rage trailing
7 a.m. e.d.t. — Sputnix and its
"wireless telephone." It is signed
A luncheon for field workers
should consider this meeting as
through t h e South. Louisiana
space shadows should have been and state officers was held today
by Stubblefield.
a place where they can openly
300,reported
health
authorities
Africa,
South
off
somewhere
Mr. Downs has the assignment
at noon at Kenlake Hetet with
express their wishes concerning
000 flu cases since July 14 and
Observers See Rocket
which was given to his father
National President Jensen. Mrs.
states and national farm
blamed
deaths
51
of
total
a
by Mr. Stubblefield. It was found
Soviet astronomer A.M. Lozin- Helen Tate, national conunitteebureau policies Any resolutions
complications.
and
influenza
on
in an iron safe among papers
ski said in MUSICONV that mans woman from Tennessee. and Mrs.
pained by the mernbanthip in
But the outbreak there was beof his father.
persons who believe they have Jewell McClain. Tennessee state
attendance will be forwerded to
decline.
the
on
be
to
lieved
Mr. Downs said that his father
seen the earth satellite actually captain, as special guests.
the Resolution Oomrnittee Kenoutbreak in
flu
Asian
An
and Mr. Stebbletia4.awerg4:044
1
5
wart looking
.
tucky Farm Bureau Federation
-Kentucky hit an estimitted 1,000
of long standing.
He said ,in an iii1rTew with entertainment will be from 5:30
closing
the
for consideration prior to the
forced
and
persons
The document Is being rethe Soviet newspaper Red Star to 6:30 at the Wqman's Club
in Trigg County
state convernien in November.
schools
all
of
printed below:
that a ma}ority of the visual Weise.
on the Tennessee state line.
A small Germen-nrade Mildboat
Assignment before patent.
reports evidently came-from perSpecial entertainment will be
Hit
their
held
91
Schools
Other
Ship
Scout
Sea
Megrev
dairy
manned by Prof. Gerhard
'All Calloway County.
"Whereas, I, Nathan B. Stubsons who confused the rocket furnished by "The Harmonetts",
to
at
forced
night
were
last
schools
meeting
Other
regular
farmers who are producing or
of Murray State College and blefield of Murray, in the County
satellite because the the Training Schoal male quartet.
close down in Michigan and considering the production of with the
Rev. Bill Huie of Corbin. Ky., of Calloway and State of Ken- the American Legion Hall.
high
were
two
ScoutS
including
Bettie Sue Hutson, Wanda BaiPennsylvania,
three
Sea
Twenty
Grade A milk are urged to
capeized in Kentucky rfgke about tucky have invented certain new
McGill ad- schools in Detroit; high, schools attend a meeting at the Little'
ley. Frieda Davis. and DaVal
3:00 o'clock yesterday afternoon. and usef u I Improvements in present with James
assistant in Saginaw and Manistze, Mich.. Auditorium of Murray State ColI Colley.
According 4) Prof Mersa', a Wireless Telephones for which visor, Kelly McCord,
I .Presiding at the evening sesMrs. Maggie Miller has written cernbinatiort of high winds and I have made application for advisor. and B111 Davis. chairman and about 12 schools in the lege on Tuesday night, 'October
Pittsbtirgh area.
sion will be Mrs.. Frances Deto the Ledger and Times from waves caused the small craft to Letters-Patent of the United of the troop committee.
15 at 7:00 p.m.
complete record fol Name. Cadiz, glate first v i'c e
Flu also hit a number of
McCord gave the troop inthe Louisville General Hospital turn over in the main channel States, serial No. 366.544, filed
The Farm Bureau Daio Com- hWednesday's
. struction in the proper method collegiate football camps, includ- mittee, G. W. Edmonds, ctoirman lows:
president.
to thank her many friends for
of the lake at a poirat above April 5, 1907.
35
Dame
which
Census
Notre
of
University
after
ing the
Other West Kentucky officers
their cards. "I always remember Camp Paradise.
has arranged for the me,iing.
'Arid Whereas, R. Down-s. of of boarding a ship
65
I Adult Beds
meeting ivas at South Bend, Ind., where three
businesg
the
regular
part will be Mrs. Oneida
tii.
t
com—lhem in my prayers." she said
of
taking
members
Other
of
desirious
is
place,
sarrle
30
The boat did not sink and the the
Emergency Beds
first stringers and a reserve mittee are E. B. Newton, William
held.
Mrs Miller is in Ward 4-A
Boyd, Murray. past president;
and
therein,
an
interest
acquiring
1
Patients Admit.ed
;The Sea Scout Ship will meet were sidelined and four other E Herndon, Frank Hill and W.
In the Louisville General Hos- men were able to cling to it in the Letters-Patent to be obMrs. Rozelkt Outland. Potter1
until reaching the Neuberg light
Patients Dismissed(
next Tuesday night at players were restricted to light H. Books.
again
pital, Louisville, Kentucky.
town, first vice president; Mrs.
thereof,
tained
aboard
0
taken
were
the
They
plan
,for
to
bouy
New Citizens
Hall
workouts in preparation
The principal feature of the
Jeanette Lindsey. Paducah, sec"Now, therefore, to all whom 7:30 at the Leginn eveno.
the Mary Jan of the Clinton
Army (gene Saturday.
of coming
program will be a panel dis- Patients admitted from Monday ond vice president: Mrs. Heloise
may concern, be in known. a program
it
A.M.
9:30
Tenn.,
struck
Pans.
Company
of
Towing
Other flue outbreaks
H. 9:30 A.M. to Wednesday
moderated by W
cussion
Robera, Murray, recording secThat for and in consideration
Master Johnnie Thomas Rudd, retary; Mrs. Wylie Martin. Mayfootball teams at Moravian, La- Brooks. Members of thi panel
at 4:30 after an hour and a ball of One (1.00) Dollar to Me inState
fayette, Montclair. N. J.,
in the 'water. Both men were
and their respective assignments itt I, Benton; Mrs. Rudy Mc- field, treasurer.
hand paid, the receipt whereof
Teachers College and Rutgers are R. V.'Fiern, Paducah "Price Dougal, 505 N, 4th St., Murray;
given- clothes and food before
Wilkerson. *PaduMrs. Gladys.
is hereby acknowledged, I have
laUniversity. The Lafayette-De
reaching the Coast Guard Station assigned, sold and serve over.
Outlook"; J. H. Walston, "Barn Mrs. Homer Sears and baby girl, cah, is chaplain: Miss Gwen Walfootware and Moravin-Juanita
at Paris later in the evening.
and Equipment"; R. L. Cooper, Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs. Lanie Futrell lis, Cadiz, state treasurer, atendand by these present do hereby
end were "Sanitation"; Cnerlie
Dutchen. and baby girl, Rt. 1, Golden ant; and Mrs. Louise Baker,
unto —Pvt. William G. Paschall, son ball games this week
over
set
and
sell,
assign.
Murray
olton
of
H
Henry
"Memphis Milkshed Needs", and Pond; Mrs. Ray Sinclair, Rt. 2, Murray. assistant attendant.
eresse••••••••••••••••••eseamisir
cent of Mr. and Mrs. Othel D. Pas- cancelled.
per
five
Downs
R.
said
the
men
back
here
brought the
County Agent S. V. Foy "Exten- Murray: Mr. Carl Farris, Rt. 5, Musicians for the ceremonies are
title, and interest chall, Route 1, Hazel, Ky., reBy UNITED PRESS
where Megow was treated at of the right,
sion Service Educational Prog- Murray; Mrs. Gene Potts and Mrs. Murl Rebertson, Murray.
Southwest Kentucky — Mostly the Houston - McDevitt Clinic. in and to the said- invention, cently was assigned to the 287th
baby girl, Rt. 2, Kirksey; Mrs.
ram."
and Mrs. Mary Ann Ogden,
cloudy and cooler today, high Two stitches were taken in cuts as fully set forth and described Field Artillery Battalion In GerWith the many change? Cur- Paul Creasoro Rt. 1, Benton;
In the speeifiation prepared ,end many,
Slaughters.
63 to 68 Partial 'clearing and on his knee.
Main
e
1
1111
Harding,
James
Mrs.
A
Grade
in
place
taking
rently
Paschall, a clerk in the batexecuted by me preparatory to
cooler tonight, low 40 to 45.
Mies Latiretta ,Culver. Murray,
milk production, and marketing, St.. Murray; .Mrs. John Burton,
The boat was salvaged, but the obtaining Letters-Patent therefor; talion's Headquarters Battery, enFriday partly cloudy and continustate captain, will direct the drill.
Mrs.
Tenn.;
Puryear,
116,
Brix
producdairy
that
of
is.expected
it
qf
Capt. James H. Bondurant
smile had to be cut adrift arid. and I do hereby authorize and tered the Army in February
work. Four teams are scheduled
ed rather cool, high 65 to 70.
Air Force Medical Serv- ers of the county will attend Porter Clayton. 408 S. 9th St.,
a set of double paddles and other request t he Commissioner of this year and received basic the US
participate. Murray Juniors,
to
and
Dixon
James
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Murray;
considerable
with
Patents-to issue the sail Letters- training at Fort Bragg. N. C. ice is visiting his parents. Mr. this meeting
Some 5:30 a m. temperatures: minor equipment were lost.
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Martin Ryle said "the satellite's
got a lot of life in it yet."
A spokesman at the Mullard
Laboratories said signals from
the satellite were "loud a n d
clear" when it ,passed over Britain this morning. He placed the
altitude at 300 miles--some 260
lower than the original altitude
claimed by Moscow.
Other Moon Reports
Here were some principal developments in the satellite etory:
LONDON —Moscow Radio announced the Sputnik had traveled 2,173,000 miles in making 78
revolutions around the globe
Since it was launched Friday.
Earlier MO9CONV said it was picking up speed and would circle
the globe for a "long time"
BONN, Germany —The Bonn
Observatory reported the satellite moving in a smaller orbit
and giving the impreseion of
more 'peed A revolution required 96.2 minutes on Oct. 6 arid
now takes only 95.52 minutes,
it said.
MADRID, Spain —Sen Homer
-CaDebart (RaIndO..- in cummeriting on Rue's "first", told
newsmen "to be krst is not to be
the must important. Marconi invented radio but the Itheed
State, Nes produced more radio
sets than anyone else in the
world."
Space Travel goon Limited
ELieRCELONA, Spain —American deinortes to the Internativnal Astronautical Congress (in recess today) sugweeted the use of
7,000 mph. pbries to aid in
landing crews f r o m manned
rocket flights into space.
LONDON —Sir Harold Spencer - Jones, retired astronomer
royal called the satellite "but a
Small Step towards the solution
of a inucti greater problem." He
said space travel by manned
vehicles to anywhere except the
Aaiun "will never become possib!e."
VIENNA —Indian atomic scientist H. J Bhatitia told a 60hp t ion atomic conference the
power whicb launched the Fe:when satellite -can be used for
war."
WASHiNGTON —Many top U.
S. scientists connected with or
close to the US. satellite program were reported to hold Oar
different views than Eisenhower
on the importance of Sputnix.

Man Ellidis
Police Of
Two Counties

500'000th Member
The Blue Shield
Of
police

Oren n

By DANIEL F. GILMORE
United Press Staff Correspondent
LONDON IA — Moscow announced today the Rossetti earth
satellite had traveled the eqUIVE1.tent of five round trips to the
moon. a statement that heightened world oancern over push,)button warfare and disarmament.
The oroblem of disarmament
received a new note of urgency
today by a United Press Wash,
ington report that Russia may
have bred an interrontinental
bathetic missile (ICBM) with a
hydrogen bomb warhead.
President Eisenhower called a
meeting of the National Security
Council in Washington today for
hierel discussions of the effects of
4 10 the Ruserian advancement in the
.
ICBM and other weapons.
Europe Banks On U.S.
Western Europe, In editorials
in leading newspapers, appealed
to the United States to give the
world a firm lead in dealing
with the Soviet Union over international control of missile and
aloe was speedspace travel.
ing - Is own ntiasile program.
The "moon of peace" Showed
slowing'down. World
no signs
acientists reported today the satellite was closer to the earth
than ever, but British scientist
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1 Cor. 7:31.

It passes in minute particles, every time
a
friend passes on beyond our sight' we are
in
a different and changed world. We must
adjust ourselves to a new world.
_-

FIsHIN

vi""ftl

ra.eb. reease,...1.11C• so.
Marl,
LLAU•.r.i,es
pout..
WeU, .0 1.44, .1150
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RLD SERIES
Lew Burdette Goes All Way
To Win His Third Game F9r
The World Champion Braves
•

NEW YORK IP — The United
stadium and depend very little
Press college football ratings with
on the city or county.
The odgers, who have been first-place votes and won-lost
Written for United Press
a National League team in Brook- records in parentheses:
Points
Team
— For the
NEW YORK
lyn since 1890, ended that part
....327"
(2-0)
'I.
(26)
Oklahoma
most part, things went according
of their history Tuesday with
as Torre came up with a back- 3 and 2 pitch into center field
.291
(2-0)
(5)
2.
State
Michigan
to Hoyle on the intercollegiate
a typewritten statement of 52
handed pickup of the third- for a single, the Yankees' second
...217
(3-0)
(1)
3.
A&M
Texas
football circuit this past week
words handed to newsmen at
baseman's hurried throw into hit of the game. Collins; forced
180 end. The only glaring reversal
the World Series press center 4. Minnesota (2-0)
the dirt. Collins struck out. No Coleman. Logan to Mantilla. Bill
178 of form occurred at Chapel 'Hill,
in the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. 5. Michigan (1) (2-0)
r and
runs, no hits, no errors, none Skowron batted for Dit
155 N. C. There, the coaches' bugaboo,
NEW YORK, Oct. 10 itr
The meat of the statement was 6. Oregon State (3-0)
rolled to Logan. who t ew to
left.
110 over-confidence, hit the Navy
The strong right arm of Lew
simply that "stockholders and 7. Duke (1) (3-0)
runs,
Mantilla forcing Collins.
Braves Third
98 eleven and left it sprawling
Burdette carried the Braves
agreed 8. Army (2-0)
directors...unanimously
one hit., no errors, one 1
90 before the Tar Heels.
New
the
9.
over
Iowa
victory
(1)
5-0
(2-0)
a
to
taken
be
steps
necessary
or
the
to
Kubek
that
Burdette fouled
Braves Sixth
68
York Yankees today and gave
Outside of that there wasn't
to draft the Los Angeles terri- 10. Auburn (2-0)
Larsen's first pitch. Hazle lined
World
teams — 11 (tie), too much excitement. Notre Dame
10
Second
first
its
Milwaukee
KuSkowren piacte rust b*se and
tory."
Larsen's first pitch between
Notre Dame and Ride, 31 each; kept rolling, and Army will be
Series championship.
Dodgers.Get 300 Acres
bek and McDougald into left batted ninth while Tom Zturdi30; 14, North Caro- facing a team yet to be scored
The Chicago Cubs. Pittsburgh
At Los Angeles, the Dodgers 13, Arkansas,
field for a single. Berra was vent pitched and battede eighth
NEW YORK IP -- The New slow breaking for Logan's foul for the Yankees. Crandall singled
Pirates and Philadelphia Phillies will get 300 acres in Chavez lina State, 27; 15, Georgia Tech, upon when those ancient rivals
were other objectives as National Ravine, one mile from the heart 18; 16, North Carolina, 13; 17 renew hostilities in Philadelphia York Yankees were strengthened -on Larsen's third pitch and -failed throughthe middle of the diamLeague replacements, and there of the city, and will build their (tie), Navy and Mississippi, 12 Saturday. The. big difference be- for the seventh and deciding to catch it although it fell near ond. Burdette received an ovation
By JOSEPH C. KOEKENN
ilso was some talk that the own stadium. The city and county each; 19, Pittsburgh, 9; 20, Texas tween the Irish of 1956 and game of the World Series against theo_sceedILJuhind the plate. from the crowd when he went
_United Press Sports writer
Christie , .
1957 is defense, sound blocking the Milwaukee Braves today Logan hit. . to Kubek on two to the plate. Burdette sacrificed,
CHAPEL HILL, N. C. V -1-Cleveland Indians, Whoa* attend - will build the access roads. The
Others — Baylor, 7; Wisconsin,
And a team when star centerfielder Mickey bounces but both runners were Skowron to Coleman levering
He's such a pessimist that he ance is way down, might move Dodgers get the parking conces- 6; UCLA, 3; Penn State, Southern and good tackling.
= the sion, the city retains mineral
that doeS both well is 'bard to Mantle reported to Manager Cas- safe when Kubek's throw pulled first. as Crandall moved to secwould shed tears of fear if his to the borough of Queens
ey Stengel that he could play.
Yankees are in the Bronx — as rights if any oil is found under- Methodist, Princeton and Miri beat. .
Coleman pff the bag at second ond. Crandall overslid third in
boys were playing Vassar.
With a dramatic flourish, Sten- and the Yankee third baseman an attempt to steal and was
team. ground. In return, the Dodgers (Fla.), 1 each.
Army's win over Penn State
League
American
second
a
in
games
He won only two
the
down
tore
Was a 'good one, and establthes gel immediately
Yanks Against It
• give the city of Los Angeles
was charged with an error and out. Berra to Kubek. Hark fllied
his new job last year and lost
the Cadets as the best in the tenative lineup he had posted Logan beat the relay to first. to Bauer. No runs, one hit, no
Wrigley Field, their Pacific Coast
those when it turned out that
The Yankees, of course, are
inand
dugout
East at present. In the Ivy in the Yankee
BURDETTE SEEKS NO. 3
League farm team's home. The
Mathews lined a 2 and 2 pitch errors, none left.
one player wiVineligible.
strongly opposed. They will sugLeague, Princeton's Tigers moved serted Mantle into his usual down the right field line for
will build a public
Yankees Sixth
He suffered through the first gest to the December meeting Dodgers also
order.
batting
NEW YORK dB — Lew Bur- into the favored notch again third spot irr the
area on part of
Mathews tossed o u t Bauer
a double, Hazle and Logan scorlosing season over but allows of the major leagues that their recreational
two
last
dette, picked to start the final With their °overwhelming win Mantle had missed the
Ravine.
ing to put the Braves ahead. Slaughter flied to Aaron in deep
in his thick Carolina drawl that franchise by extended to include Chavez
game of the World Series for over Columbia-. Brown beat Yale Series games because of a pulled 2-0. Bobby Shantz replaced Lar- left center. Mantle grounded a
"things have a way of c_wening all the boroughs of New York
in
y
a
pl
will
The Dodgers
tendon in his right shoulder.
Milwaukee today, will be seeking by a point.
sen on the mound for New York, hard single into right field for
up."
City except Brooklyn. The Na- 22,000-seat Wrigley Field next his third win of the 1957 classic.
But after taking batting prac- Aaron singled through the mid- the Yankees' third hit Spahn
Duke and North Carolina State
He's Jim Tatum of North tional League will oppose that, season while they build their
The last pitcher to accomplish dominate the Southeast. Okla- tice, he reported he would be dle of the diamond, Mathews warmed up in the Milwaukee
Carolina. the United Press Coach of course.
new 50,000-seat stadium. They this feat was left-hander Harry homa hod a soft touch in Iowa able to play.
scoring to put the Braves in bullpen. Mathews fumbled Berra's
of the Week after his Tarheels
name
Stengel was grinning from ear front. 3-0. Covington dropped a hopper for an error and both
also intend to keep the
Brecheen of the St. Louis Card- State, and in Texas the Aggies'
President
League
National
Navy.
of
upset
13-7
a.
pulled
Steamroller kept Bear Bryant's to ear as he went into the Yankee 3 and 2 pitch into left center runners were safe. Mathews took
inals 11 years ago.
week "Dodgers."
a two-touchdown favorite and Warren Giles said last
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crew among the first five. Ar- clubhouse and changed his line- field for a single, Aaron racing McDougald's grounder and stepback
be
to
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league
his
that
the
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of minor league realignment.
kansas' third win in a row up.
to third. Torre forced Covington ped on third. forcing Mantle. No
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York
New
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Obviously the Pacific Coast
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League
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birth of the split T. confessed agreed that no major
NEW YORK le — Hank Bauer beaten by Miami. Oregon StateJeer& bet -with Mantle available.
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off, left fielder Enos Slaughter and struck - out. Bauer lifted a
railed out on strikes. Covington
place
team." he said. "On Friday, I
nesday
second
to
starting.
up
just
Beat
medium
in
To
moyed
Teams
are
is
season
was
towering fly to Aaron
New York City officials
lined to McDougald. No runs,
knew every boy wanted to get willing to provide plenty of
In the Big Ten, Michigan State, in the batting order with Mantle- left-center. Slaughter rolled to
one hi. no errors, one left.
follow.in this game because they could land in Flushing Meadow in
Berra
e
h
Yogi
t
unMichigan,
and catcher
Torre who made the play
Minnesota and
Yankees Seventh
Gil
shortstop
see such a good opportunitYx Queens, site of the 1939 World
the
came
still
no
ing. Then
assisted. No. runs, no hits,
three "big M's." are
Kubek looped a single to left
basesecond
us. We got unusually good br
Kubek,
game
top
McDougald,
errors, none left. teams to beat, and the
?air, but argue that baseball
field. Burdette tossed out Colebut our boys made them. Extra is a private money-making enterBraves Fourth
in the country this week. end man Gerry Coleman. first base
man. Kubek taking second. Elston
LarDon
efforts by our players won the prise and should build its own
and
Art Ditmar went in to pitch
could be the Spartan-Wolverine man Joe Collins
batted for Sturdivant.
Howard
Is game — that plus scouting repitcher:
game
for the Yankees. Crandall flied Before Burdette pitche, McKinley
contest before more than 100.000 sen. the perfect
the
of
ports and hard work by our
Haney
Manager Fred
to Slaughter in short left. Burat Ann Arbor. Wisconsin has
called for the ball, inspected it
staff."
shown much scoring punch. but Braves, cheered by the return dette receive a rousing cheer
and kept it in the game and
Warren
The coolorful. 43-Year old Tatof lee ace • soutbpaw
from the crowd as he went to then struck out. Logan threw
theh opposition has been weak.
40
points
than
better
averaging
of
McColl,
WednesS.
PRESS
native
C.,
UNITED
By
um, a
It was good to see "Buck" Spahn. who was bedded
the plate. He then struck out.
Skowron. No runs. ,one hit,
is .on the spot at Carolina. where
Although Kentucky's Wildcats per game. Lyles has scored 50 Shaw's Air Acaddemy crew take day with the grippe. called on Hazle singled to right field. Mc- out
no errors, one left. :and
has
games
three
in
play
under
to
tackle
hander
points
Carl
he played
will be on the road
Dougald made a fine play In
Detroit. They're coming along Lew Burdette, the right
Braves iloghth
Snavely in the mid 1930's and
Auburn this weekend and three a rushing average of 14.6 yards out there, and will meet much who has won two games. thus the hole to knock down Logan's
Tommy Byrne Was the new
it grounder but was charged with
served as head' coach in 1942
other state college teams also per carry.
far in the Series, to wrap -tougher competition next year.
.
Yankee pitcher. Torre walked!
Eastern's Maroons, off that win
before entering the Navy
will be playing on foreign soil,
an error for a low throw to
The professionals caused most up for the Braves,
Mantilla grounded into a double
He became top man at Oklahome fans won't be without over Murray. stand as the team of the excitement for those who
The Yankees were favored at second, Haste reaching third and
Coleman to
with the best chance to halt take both college and pro foot- 13-10 to win their Illth world Logan first. Mathews lined out nlay. McDougald to
homa in 1946 and started the
top-drawer attractions.
Skowron. Crandall hit a home
V
relentless
Tennessee's
Sooner dynasty which continues
Two of the nation's most pow- Middle
ball seriously. The favorites cer- championship in 23 tries, and to Mantle. No runs, one hit, one run into the lower left field
to this day. Then the safeerful so-called "small college" march to the OVC title. The tainly are having a tough time. their seventh under Stengel.
error, two left.
stands to put the Braves ahead,
spoken Tatum moved on to Maryteams will be playing in Ken- Mar000ns have a dangerous of- Again four of them got taken
It was another perfect day
3-0. Burdette walked. Andy
and
Yankees Fourth
sun
warm
a
with
land for nine glorious years
baseball,
tucky as Louisville's high-scoring fense led by Don Sebest
vaunted
for
The
cleaners.
to the
fouled
Mantle flied to Haste in short Pafko batted for Hazle and
which produced o n e national
Cardinals travel to Murray, and are always a threat to upset Chicago Bears were supposed to beating down from a clear sky.
Berra lined out to out to Skowron. One run, one
right
center.
champion (1953), five bowl teams
Eastern Kentucky plans host to anybody.
Baltimore.
take
and
bounce back
Hale. Hazle made a running hit, no errors, one left.
and a reputation as a master
the burly Blue Raiders from
great in winYankees Eighth
Morehead will be sh000ting The Colts looked
Brave! Rirst
catch of IblcDougald's fly in short
of both the split T offense and
Middle Tennessee State College
they
division
to even its record for the season ning and lead the
Pafko went in to play right
no kilts,
runs,
No
center.
right
every-,conceivable defense. in an Ohio Valley Conference
from
support
Hazle took a strike, fouled
and Paul Adams' young team were supposed to
field for the Braves Bauer popNow More Dividends
game.
again great de- off a pitch and then went down no errors, none left.
should be able to do it against the cellar. Once
ped out to Logao. Slaughter
Fifth
Braves
Big Jim returned home to
will
opposiKentucky
halted the
Other games in
swinging at' Larsen's next deWest Virginia Tech. The Eagles fensive play
first fouled out to Crandall. Mantle
Ditmar's
on
bunted
Aaron
Carolina last year and had the
Southsee Centre entertaining
livery. Logan bounced to Kubek pitch and beat it out when Berra flied out to Covington. No runs,
have run up 633 yards from tion.
miseries. But his own ceaseless
western College and Georgetown scrimmage to 361 for their opon the. first pitch. Mathews was tumbled the ball along the third no hits, no errors, none left.
Command
Take
Lions
work and • organizational ability
College
at home against Earlham
called o u t on three straight base line for an error. CovingBraves Ninth
ponents, and lost a 14-6 decision
has started to pay dividends.
of Indiana.
At Green Bay. the rejuvenated pitches as Larsen closed Ju t
to Tennessee Tech last week
Logan lined to Kubek. Mathews
to bunt twice and
tried
ton
Back in his service days, Ta- Western Kentucky's Hilltoppers- with three regulars injured All Packers were supposed to have inning in which he threw seven then rolled to Kubek, Aaron grounded to Coleman. Aaron flied
tum and Bud Wilkinson, the
will travel to Ohio for a game are expected to see action this too much spirit for the old pitches without throwing a ball. going td second. Under scoring to Menet. No runs, no hits, no
present Oklahoma coach, were
with the Penguins of Youngstown week.
pros from Detroit. Showing a No runs, no hits, no errors, none rules, Covington was not credited errors, none left.
assistants to Don Faurot, the
College; Morehead meets West
Yankees Ninth
Georgetown, loser 'in both its complete reversal of form from left.
with a sacrifice on the play.
old Missouri Master, and perYankees First
Virginia Tech at Montgomery. previous starts, finds itself in their play of a week earlier.
Berra popped to Torre. Mctook Torre's grounder
Collins
fected the split T at Iowa PreW. Va. and Kentucky State plays the unfamiliar role of favorite the Lions were in command all
Bauer, bounced Burdetet's first and made the putout unassisted, Dougald singled to center. Kubek
Flight. •
Lincoln University at Jefferson against farlham's Quakers. The the Way. Y. A. Tittle, a fellow pitch on one hop over Mathews' Aaron going to third. Kubek filed to Aaron. Coleman singled
Tatum. hardly taking time to
City, Mo.
Tigers have shown vast im- who can really pass, was the big head down the left field line tossed out Mantilla. No runs, no to right. McDougald stopping at
celebrate-- the upset of Navy,
of the provement in each of their games.. noise as. the _Forty-Ninent --bent lor a double. It was the 14th hits, one error, one left
one
been
has
second. Byrrie's grouotiett went
Murray
game".
-"tough
a
expects
Los- Angeles Rams. The straight World Series game in
ra-aisville
the
of
'We'
the
for a single when Mantilla knockFifth
in
Yankees
thorns
Floof
Miami
against
Saturday
club booked great which he hit safely — a new
holding
Erancisco
San
seasons,
on
few
ed it down but could not make
Covington
past
to
flied
the
for
Kubek
his
indicated
defense,
Ida, He
looked bad when record. Warren Spahn warmed Burdette's first pitch. Coleman a play, filling the bases. Skowron
and
winning,
decision
in
7-6
a
to
Cards
the
Navy's
stop
to
which was geared
beaten by • the Cardinals a week up in the Milwaukee bullpen. was hit by l his 'own foul tip forced Coleman. Mathews unlast year and scoring identical
pataing last week and - made
Washington could do nothing Slaughter hit back to the mound on the left
ago.
In
but remained assisted. No runs, three hits, no
over---therri
victories
33-13
will
concenfive interceptions,
man carries a transis"'LIND
against Pittsburgh; they and Bauer was trapped in a in the game. He then lined a errors, three left.
right
A
1955.
and
1954
trate 'on the Miami "belly series."
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By
so's
earphonc
and
with.
radio
up
to•
couldn't do anything w r on g run-down which wound
Upset by Eastern last week,
'"The greatest way in the hsiorld
standn,•; to miss any of the World
the Thoroughbreds are certain
SYRACUSE, N. Y. — Mike against the Chicago • Cardinals. both Bauer and Slaughter
to' build character is winning
way
his
makes
he
s_s
who ing on second base. Slaughter
F rice
rookies
the
was
it
and
Y.,
N.
week
this
Syracuse.
out
all
be
going
2021o.
to
DeJohn,
football," Big Jim said. "Losing
aeing a downtown street in
sparkled for Joe Kuharich.
was tagged out on a play that
results in an inferiority com(international) In an effort.to slow down Leonard knocked out Alex Meet, 2011.
Milwaukee.
Browns and Giants won went from Burdette to Logan
The
been
have
Co.,
who
.10
and
(1).
Lyles
Argentina
plex."
as expected, but the Giants had to Mathews to Logan to Burdette
trouble taking Philadelphia.
to Logan. Mantle bounced out
Now it's the Colts on top in to Burdette on a 2 and 2 pitch,
the 'Western Division find the Bauer holding second. Berra was
McDougald
walked.
Browns in the East, but the purposely
season has still 10 game to go, worked the count to 3 and 1 and
games (3) both teams showed op Steryland over Wake Forest, est free peanuts, I press box: and it gets rougher each week.' then popped to .Mathews near
By OSCAR FRALEY
third base..Vo runs, one hit, no
Mississippi State over Arkansas New York
at Milwaukee,
United Press Sports Writer
errors, two left.
Also: Cornell over Syracuse, State, South Oarolina over FurNEW YORK IT—Fraley's folSUB.
ABLE
ToDARE
Oregon State over Idaho—Most
Braves Second
over Brown. Penn man. Tennessee over Chattanoolies and the weekend football Dartmouth
free hoe:togs, I press box: MilAaron dropped a 2 and 1 pitch
W
M.., Yale over ga, Villanova over VPI.
over
State
Tor?rank
ong
—
with
of
some
• "winners"—al
NEW YORK 66
waukee.
into left field for a single.
The Midwest
recordk" Columbia, Harvard over Ohio U.,
the inevitable "new
re, Joe Adcock's understudy at marking the seventh straight
LeDayton.
over
College
rabid
Boston
Iowa
over
Indiana—Moat
is
Oregon
Braves,
over San Jose State— first base for tile
'‘.•.hich have been set in the World
Series game in which he hit
high over Gettysburg and West fans, one inning: Milwaukee. '
Most indigestion, I press box:, used primarily for defensive purSeries to state.
safely. Covington sacrificed. LarBoston U.
over
over
Virginia
Minnesota
Northwestern
for
Milwaukee.
poses. However, he hienered
Game of the Week,
sen to Collins, as Aaron took
South
—
one
fans,
Mole
rabid
game:
The
Bob
one of the two runs off
Your customers and prospects
Michigan State over Michigan
on four
Also: Washington State over Turley Wednesday. his second second. Torre walked
Milwaukee.
—This is always one of those
Sturrlivant w a s
see your letterhead before they
Miami over North Carolina —
ilcr Arizona of the Series. He has a .375 pitches. Tom
Stanford,
C.oliorado
ever
Ohio
State
Illinois—Most
traditional dog fights. But the Most time fixed cap, bell, pants
read your letter. Let us design
warming up in the New York
and COP over Kansa State.
batting, mar„k thus far in the bullpen. Mantilla flied to SlaughSpa/laps have too much speed, and unmentionables:. Lew , Bur- rabid fans, three games: Mila letterhead that will make this
waukee.
The Southwest
classic.'
taking
power and versatIty for a Mich- dette.
Aaron
left.
ter in deep
first impression favorable.
Wiscortein over Purdue —Most
Oklahoma over Texas—Feweet
Torre
and
igan eleven which has exploitcatch
the
third after
forced
Georgia over Tulane — Most rabid fans, one series: Milwau- runs, 1 game, Yankees 0; record
Crandall
able line weaknesses.
holding first.
ROSiWALL SEATS KRAmER
held by many. ,
times sung anthem at opener: kee.
The East
Torre. Kubek to Coleman. No
over
Iowa
State,
Also:
Kansas
headMost
Rice
—
over
Duke
Monroe.
Army over Notre Dame—And Lucy
runs, One hit, no errors, two
Georgia Tech over LSU--Most Holy Often over Marquette, De- Scratching on pi n eh hitters:
now for the new -recordis.
STOCKHOLM t — Australia's left.
PHONE 55
at Milwaukee, one troit over Wichita, Cincinnati Casey Stengel.
Yankees Second
Princeton over Penn — Most someoa 1
Ken Rosewell beat Jack Kramer
Xavier.
over
Mist
—
Istsivtiful
Arkansas
Baylor over
.
Mathews made a
gdmi•.; (3) bratwurst outsold hilt-. game: Wes Covington..
of Los Angeles, 8-6, 6-2, before
shoe polish: 1 series: Nippy 3.000 spectators ' in Royal Hall backhand stab of Kuhek's sharp
The West
Aubyrn over Kentucky —most
doge.
Navy over California — Most Jones.
Wednesday night. In the other grounder near third base and
Pitt oVer Nebrar—Most kis- garmo-Ino left•haiided shortstops.
Texas Aggies over Hous- pro tennis singles match, Pancho threw him out. Mathews chargfree peanuts, 1 press box: Milses (I) bloWn to crowd: Casey Record held by many,
ton, TCU over Alabama and Ok- Segura scored a 6-1, 6-2 win ed Coleman's trickier and threw
Also: Clemson over Virginia, waukee.
Stengel.
him out on another fine play
over Lew Hoed of Australia.
CoTgate over Rutgers — Moot Mississippi ov e r Vanderbilt, UCLA over Washington--Few- lahoma State over Tulsa.
By CONNIE RYAN
United Press Sports Writer
— New York,
NEW YORK
having lost the second of its
National Leagee teams when the
Dodgers officially moved to Los
Angeles Tuesday, began a cam-

Jumbo Stamp
Equal to 50
Top Valli. Stamps
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Jim Tatum
Named Coach
Of The Week

paign 'today to get a replacement.
Mayor Robert Wagner said he
would appoint a committee to
try to lure another National
League team to New York —
"I hope in time for the 1958
season."
That appeared to be forlorn
hope, but it was possible. Under
major league rules. New York
still has three weeks 'to swing
a deal, since Oct. 31 is the
deadline, but now Redleg owner
Powell Crosley insists he won't
sell to anyone who takes the
franchise out of Cincinnati.

Milwaukee Fan

BULLETIN

Home Fans Will Have Top
Drawer Card On Grid Program

Fight Results

Use The Claisified Ads!!
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OZ.49c
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Jo Burkeen, Editor1.. Phone 694-M-4 or 763-I

fr°.emil
ActivitioN

MADISON, Wis.
Nitrogen found in lake waters may
be coming'from water that "percolates,
' through, the soil and
finds its way into lakes through
springs and streams.

. •
sc—.

•

Thursday, October 10
The Wornan's Misssonary Society of the West Fork Baptist
Church will meet at .the heme
Mrs, Festus Story at seven
otkick.
•
••• •
-

Friday; October 11
The North Murray SHomenliders Club will meet at the —fleMe
of Mrs. John Workman it three

-

o'clock.
•-•••

Saturday, Obbaber 12

Fish Also Get

The Captain Wendell Oury
chapter of the DAR will meet at
-die home of Mrs. George Hart
at two-thirty o'clock. Mrs. Wesley -Waldrop will be conistess.
•• • • •
pounds 101,2 ounces, born on
Sunday, September 29, at the
Hospital.
• • ••

THURSDAY — OCTOBER 10, 1957

Source Of
Unwanted Lakes
Nitrogen Studied

• ••

Circle III of the WSCS of the
Foss Methodist Church will meet es
wIth Mrs. J. T. Wallis at to- Frustrated
thirly o'clock. Mrs. J. E. James
SEATTLE, Wash. --ER— The
has charge of the program.
• •.•
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
has learned that fish, like humans, become frustrated when
placed under conditions of stress
The first organization of the and strain.
The finding was the result of
Mariner shiu. in 'Murray. met
kaadaY. October 14
Friday. October 4. at the resi- a -series of tests made here at
The Sigma Department of the
dence of Mrs. George Hallanan. the Pacific Salmon InvestigaMurray Wemares Club will meet The girls and their mothers
dis- tions laboratery.
at the club house at seven-thirty cussed Diana for the following
Fish biologists set up a sixo'clock.
year: The plans included: sailing foot tank with three chambers
Tuesday, October 15
at Kentucky Lake, horseback eonadeesed at the top. One con.
water, another
riding, red cross swimming and tamedfresh
life-Saving courses at the college brackish water anti the third,
pool. house - boat sleep - outs, salt water,
* ENDS TON1TE *
Three fish were placed in the
activities with the Sea Scouts.
conservation projects, arts and fresh water and soon separated,
MINE()
crafts, riflery, and many other one fish to a chamber, apexciting Activities.
parently paying no heed to the
in -DI NO"
On Saturday morning the girls salinity content of each chamber.
sailed from the Kentucky Lake
Then two other fish were in, sailing club with Mr. Watkins, troduced,
and the three which
Mrs. Orval Austin and Mrs.
had taken up residences fought
Hallanan. The sailing was followviolently to guard their homes.
led by .a delicious potluck lunch,
even to the extent of pulling
The ship 'was organized into
out scales of the newcomers, The
A P.EBELS RATE ... A
wo watches. The starboard watch

Four University

of Wiastut

sin soils researchers have been
studying the accumulation of
nitrogen because it stimulates the
growth of algae and weeds. The
researchers are looking for he

source of nitrogen to reclaim the
lake for recreationl purposes.
'Tests have shown that the undesirable nitrogen does not come
from Mil erosion, nd now it
is believed farmland's are indirectly She source.
Erosion - control measures
would not be effective in stopp:ing the percolate water the
researchers said.

Jack Pine Budworm
Due For Attack

SKUNK SHOOTS COP

paSTONEHAM, Mass, an
trolnsen Richard Burns and EdMADISON, Wis. —AIM— Severward Pinato were called to assist
a skunk that. had caught its al tri - motor airulanet, wi., be
timed to spray 170,000 acres of
head in a bottle.
Wisconsin forest land against
Pinato drew his revolver — jack pine budworms.
and
Burns waved him back
The Wisconsin Conservation
strode forward to help the trapDeprtment contracted with a
ped animal.
Vancouver, Wash., firm to do
"'HUNGARIAN RELIEF ENDS
VIENNA 1111 — The InternaThe following entry was made the spraying after a test program
tional Red Cross said it has ended in the pulide journal by officer last year showed that 95 per
its relief actions for Hungarian Pinato—"shot skunk after skunk cent of the budworms in a
sprayed area were killed.
refugees in Austria.
shot officer Horns"

Girl Scout News

Mrs MONTH-LONG 98th ANNIVia,SARY SALE CONTINUES WITH A . .

FULLY MATURED - GRAIN FED BEEF
Not Baby Beef or Budget Beef Or kange Beef
ONE HIGH QUALITY

...th Sally.Sprunger as Boatsmen
nd Carol Quertermous as tomaim The others in that watch
.re: :Mary Overby.. Susan MonFelicity Hallanan and Sylvia
:swig. The port watch with
.‘rol Jackson as•boatswain and
sinda Collie as coxswain.• The
o:her members are: Lynnette
Lassiter. Parse Bailey. Sandra
Fair and Nlarilyse Robinson.
Toeman of the ship is Patse
Bailey. the purser is Saundra
. Fair, the chanteyiran is .Felicity
Hallanan and the corpsman is
'.
-nnette Lassiter. The skipper
the ship is Mrs. George Halnan_and the first mate is Mrs.
,el Evans.
The marieners will sail again
Saturday with another potluck luncheon.
Patse Bailey

It,

TECHNICOLORJ

KEfillaRALPII MEEKER
* A N D *
Temptation and Terror in a mivngie land of wild dealt-el

NAKED
RADISE

nair
-

- —70effiffffl• • •-•
LIGHT

OF

traftion.
Next !h., five fish were placed
together in a large unparti•tioned
pOol and they quickly lost all
signs of fight or frustration and
behaved like model children.
When a block of wood was
floated on the pool, all the fish
headed for the shaded wot. •
Sut in a shoal time, one
strong salmon proved himse11
"king" of the school and he
alone stayed under the block
of wood.
The fish denied the shady
spot took to the corners of the
pool and "shook all over," the
biologists said. They appeared
excited and were paler in color
than a .normal, well-adjusted
• 1Piehz-- -•
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ed to help the girls develop them
selves ''above arid beyond basic
srsre,graphic skills." The curriculum includes a study of office
gossip.
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Expedite your office operations with the newest,
best ideas in equipment.
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Puerto
Rican

CanspbelKs or Heinz
bleat Varieties

15° Soups
10$ Syrup
49$ Pancake Mix
85' Hip 0 Life
35$ Dried Peas

COFFEE

You

SERVICIII

Head

Aikr%
r Inatant_

SPECAIL SALE!
— FRESH
— FLAVORFUL —

t•,• r.t•cenvent benof

)

WISCONSIN SHARP CHEDDAR

Spanish Bar- (.`gake,..)
Golden Pqisin Pie

VOW*

9-0z.
Deal
Pkg.
46-0z.
Cana

99€

1.

New
Green

FRUIT COCKTAIL &aft 3
211-0z.
Can

renr
'1
Cour

79$
89,
cuts
25c

C5u9tsc

ri

A II P Fancy
Quality

girl
will
Your

Celb
nt
.er

L'
Hatragde

Pumpkin
Cake Mixes
Tomato Juice
Peaches
Ketchup

ral (
Kopi
prac

lb.

it

D
irluor da an

Nil

representsLet .r esper,en,ci
- IV? esti to explain further the Blue Cur'sBIsse Shield Group Plaits And bow they
t Art be adapted fel your programs. Phone
JUoipet 2.1181'l to Louisville, or use Ow
coupon below.

Super

Bag

anew
Whits

CHICAGO IT -A tivo - day
-Secretaries Institute" is design-

•Blom Crest-Slue Shorld rem be retuned
by on isidividual when Itto-cmg your
t employ, awe retaking Mese plans *Misc.

CONSULTATION

49$ Rump Roast
2 119 Pork Chops Right('lb
•
lb. 59` Ocean Fish
lb.

- Apples.
11:•"`°",( 79c 3 :c.". 2" Sweet Yams
Potatoes ',Vt.'s' I -lb.39c M.' 1" Grapefruit
acCauliflower
25° Tokay Grapes
10

lb
'

Super Right Beef
Boneless Rolled

10 lbs.

Cherry

• y
!

W.

89€ Porterhouse Steak

BBAGE

•Highly ?final& 6Ive Cress-Slue Meld
•mploywr Mee.
fit peekleti programs.

• Criss pays direct he the hospital,

IL

Thick
Super
Pkg
Lb.
.
Right
Super )Alf
Right
GOOd
Lb. 63c

PRIIVIDENCE, R. I. —API— A
1782-model
chariot
has
left.
Rhode Island temporarily to
quire a "new look."
When it rettn-ns to the Rhode
Island Historical Society, it will
sport a fresh coat of robin's egg
blue and yellow paint, trimmed
with gold.
Clifford P. Monahon, director
the eociety, described the
chariot as "the most important
vehicle in America today." It was
built in Philadelphia in 1782 for
Jr tin Brown of Rhode Island.
,Recently the chariot was sent
to Staten Island, N. Y., for a
rejuvenation job by an expect
restorer of antique vehicles.
In ha day the chariot was
drawn by horses.

MODERNIZE

lb
'
Super Right
Any Size Curt

SECRETARIES SPECIALIZE

•
says Mr W. S. Johnson,
•
President
•
•
Inc.
Co.,
Packing
W. S. Johnson
•
Owensboro
•
•
•
e selected hospital and surgic-.1 prole,tiun on the basis of what such plans would
•
times,
Shield.
Many
Blue
and
Cross
Blue
•
do for our people. That's why we chose
•
these i'slans base helped bring Weeded care to our employees' families. From my
own indi‘idual xxiierience, Blue Cross and Blue Shield have been most valuable.
•
They hzse helped me during 6 recent illnesses, and I knew I can count on them
•
Shield."
Cross-glue
Blue
chose
•
girl
we
I'm
future.
Yes,
for the
•

Center
Cut

STEAK

Sirloin Steak

REASON

LOS ANGELES IP — Mrs.
Juanita Marshall remarked to officers after she was arrested for
driving through 22 consecutive
Sod lights, "I don't see why
had to stop."

ROUND

Come See
You'll Save
c

fourth and fifth fish, with no
puke to particiatir to go, flicked
rim quivered and shook in trus-

9,$

NO CONFUSION

FRIDAY&SATURDAY

MMfS UNDYING!MI

1
at ti
seas(

A & rs BEEF IS SELECTED FOR SUPERB TASTE AND TENDERNESS

•-t

ona.a.46

4-

•
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ic Pine Budworm
s For Attack

LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

How To Avoid,
Danger Of
lightning

EISENHOWER,- NORTH AFRICA4
. .GENE-'LTO3 NOW.
-

.DISON, Wis. -API- Sever- motor airplanes
to spray 170,000 acres of
main forest land against
pine budworms.
e Wisconsin Conservation
trnent contracted with a
ouver, Wash., firm to do
praying after a test program
year showed that 95 per
of the budworms in a
red area were killed.
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HOW SATELLITE.-1S.-LAUNCHEO

BOY KNITTER
7
1110
,i BRANCH..1 Michl,-411-- Roger
("Bucky") Petersdnl0p has two
blue ribbonS-..10
e he has
beatengames-knitt
the girls 'a it
•dh
f their
own
e oinin
the ribbons in 'art= Club cal.
test. He learned, tot
e- the)
•neectles and yardnwopurearg .plier
'when confine& andirsa. innewar- ,

By PETER CRONIN
United Press Staff Correspondent
BOSTON - all - Lightning
will kill approximately 230 persons in the United Statel this
year. That is the annual average
during the past decade. An additional 1,000 or so are injured
every year.
What ate your chances of
_ a..
1943-Commander In
being hit by lightning? Not very
1945-V.E Day behind
1952-E lee tIon two
19541-Ite -elected # 10
119111-Today. Burdens,
North Africa. Big warhim, as Supreme Corngreat if you take commonsense
weeks bock,eight Years
daya before. Soviet aid 4 lailesses.haven't4aged
w inning job just ahead.
mander, Allied Forces.
precautions whenever you hear
of the presklency ahead. • to,Egypt.oe We mind.
hint much,- lt .seeme,
the warning rumble uf thunder.
DWIGHT D. EISENHOWEE, marking his 67th bIrthdiy Oct 14,Iand,President of:the United States
for a second time. Pot
doesn't seem to have aged a great deal under the strain and smile
Here are some suggestions from
NIS BIA011ANnt the T.T. S. Nava1,4searc1t laboratory in Washon the photo at right and you're ahnost back with, the
the National Safety Couned:
responsibility of being top Allied commander in World War II iphotdlat left:151We and.elot
ington Illustrates niethed cif putunca'aitellite in outer space.
04.19Orries.ago.paterscitioXisaA.
1. If there is any choice of
Tee Rtiedans launched theirs about ylik.41 this. (InteroationaJ)
•
shelter, choose•
POLIO GIRL GRADUATES
(a) Large metal or , metalframe buildings, '
PAWTUCKET, R. I. - VI (b) Dwellings or other buildLedger & Times Ffiw
Though Claire Mercier, 18, never ings
protected by lighting rods.
attended
Tolman
High
School,
The Murray Tigers meet the Fulton Bulldogs tonight
(c) Large unprotected buildshe
GRAND HAVEN, Mich. OM recently
graduated
from
that
PRITCHETT, Colo. 111 - Auat the Murray High Stadium for the fifth game of the
ings.
Pharmacist John Poest took it thorities
insiuion. A polio victim, she
said today an 11-year
season.
(d)' Small unprotected buildcompleted four years of high
on the chin Wednesday because old boy has admitted he shot
ings.
Following completion of a refresher course in geneschool studies in her home, with
he resembles former President his sleeping father to death in
2. Avoid the immediate vicini- Truman.
ral dentistry at the University of Louisville, Dr. A. H.
the aid of a high school teacher.
their tiny farm home because
ty of electric light circuits lightA Kopperud is announcing the opening of offices for
Poest mid he w a s flagged he made him go to school.
TOPEKA,
Kan. - The
not carry a charge of electricity. down by
4 practice of genera' dentistry effective October 20th.
a motorist who looked
Dist. Atty. Carl N. Shinn said
stockholders of the
screened doors and windows, at
TREE SUNBURN
Miss Carolyn Carter has Wen selected as the Murray registered
him closely and asked, "You're Earl Eugene Wear, one of 12
Van Buren Investment Syndicate
especially
if
open;
stoves
and
girl to receive the bouquet of long stemmed roses which sold out with a 10 per
Harry Truman, aren't you?"
children, shot his father, Leonard,
cent profCOLUMBIA, Mo. -APT-- The fireplaces, telephons and
any
"Yes," replied Poest as he in the head with a .22-caliber
will be presented by Memphis merchants on the "Ii.now it the other day.
hot summer sun sunburns young metal object projecting through stuck
out his hand, "and how is rifle early Wednesday. Wear,
Your Neighbor-Train" tomorrow.
The syndicate wia stre
c-Iy`t y an trees, just as it does humans, wall or roof.
the Democratic Party out Your about 50, died an hour later
Henry C. Taylor, 67, died at his home in Camden, exclusive deal limited
3.
If
unavoidably
out of doors, way."
to inves- according to L. E. McCormick,
in the two-room home where he
renn., Yesterday.
tors within the sixth grade of extension forester at the Univer- keep away from ..isolated trees,
The motorist answered with a and his wife lived with their
The deceased was born and reared in Calloway Van Buren elementary school sity of Missouri. He suggested wire fences hill-tops and wide
five youngest children.
County.
here.
wrapping young trees exposed to open spaces, small sheds and punch in the nose.
Shinn said the boy admitted
Poest quickly rolled up the
Members of the Calloway County Junior Cattle Club
It was formed last November the sun with burlap to prevent shelters in an exposed location.
he took the rifle from its spot
4. Try to reach thick timber, car window. But the motorist near the head of the basement
made a splendid showing for themselves at the Purchase after Frank Colaw, principal of the sunburn, which often kills
a cave, a depression in the kept pounding on the door and stairs, went upstairs where his
Junior Jersey District Show held at Mayfield, October Van Buren and part-time sixth the trees.
ground, a deep valley or canyon, windows until Poest drove off. father and mother were sleeping
7. Jack Mayfield, with his senior Jersey Calf made the grade teacher, brought mves-tment m.geters into arithmetic gone up from $23.50 to $25.50 or the vicinity of a steep cliff. Poetst reported the incident to and shot his father.
best record for the Calloway group.
the Ottawa Counts; sheriff's ofAuto Safety
study. •
Shinn said .the boy told him
when the "directors" decided to
.Persons struck by lightning are fice and Pascal Catron, 36, an he was angry because his father
Stock market graphs were clip- sell out and loaf awhile.
'POO MUCH KLOMPgie
itinerant
farmer
from
Cincinnati,
sometimes
revived by artificial
ped from newspapers, by the
made him attend school Monday
Cohw brought the two shares
HOLLAND, Mich. - 1111 - A
students and brought to class as at market value. It was sad, he respiration. A person struck does was arrested a short time latter. when he wanted to work for
(ContInuled From Page One)
Sheriff
G
era
Id Varuderbeek a neighbor in a broomcorn field
not carry a charge of electricy.
Klompen dancer at Holland's anan assignment, and from this said, but he doubted if
there
It is perfectly safe to tough him.
nual tulip festival danced with 374th Tactical Hospitel at Tachi- modest beginning the natural would be a Van Buren
to earn some money.
InvestThe ordinary result of being fling is often mentioned in the
such enthusiasm that she shat- kawa AB, Japan.
profit motive was meshed with ment yndicate next year. Culaw,
Dr. Bundurant is a graduate homework in a happy
struck is electric shock, or burns, Old Testament. In ancient Greece, said he was holding Catron fur
tered one of her wooden shoes.
combina- 30, is moving over to Charles
1#
of Murray State College and tion.
Shelton grade school next fall or both. The usual first aid mea- thunder and lightning were con- a mental exam.
sures should be applied._
sidered omens of Zeus...
rum) wring_Excim_t_____ the University of Louisville School Soon, the class pfartehased ene as princtpaL_ _
_•
-Cidrchetnet-- fie--enmpleted Ms share of Kansas
Thatlfttl usually associated-win *---- Rileo
-rdi - Aids Wei niosTIrsht--GEfiii-A-N AWARD
Power & Light
internship
at
the
Philadelphia
"They
the
thunderstorm,
lighting
learned
strokes
Co. stock on the over - the tendance report from a -local
something about
ning casualties in America ocGeneral
Hospital
and
ho
has
wbig
rehave
been
observed
business operates, how
on clear cur in rural areas or small towns.
counter market for $23.50 They
school district showed the teachFRANKFURT, Germany RIM ers have a tendency to be absent cently completed the Primary split the share up into 235 par to vote, how you go about buying days, given rise to the expresion
The National Safety
The German book trade awarded
Course
in
Aviation
Medicine
at
your share and a little arithme- "a bolt from the blue."
10-cart shares.
more than the pupils. The pupils'
pointed out that one of the its annual peace prize to AmeriThere are many varieties of Safest places for you in a thun- can dramtis Thornton Wilder for
attendance averaged 94 per cent, tthe usAr School of Aviation
Things picked up and the tic, too." he commented.
Medicine,
Randolph
AFB,
Texas.
lightning - sheet, streak, beaded, derstorm is your automobile. his works basLd on "spiritual
syndicate entered the open marthe teachers much lower.
"They voted and sent three ribbon, forked, heat and globtlasits
ket
Though the machine may be power in our confused age."
pick oto another share.
representatives
o
back heir in- or ball lightning.
PROPER CHARGE
4 FINDS '
struck, a person inside it does Seven previous winners of the
When the syndicate was disCANINE DENTIST
•
terests
at
he
annual stockholder's
References to lightning are not provide an easy path for the prize included Dr. Albert Sch4
solved. A 10-cent share brought
BELL BUCKLE, Tenn. -ABCOLUMBUS, Ohio
- A
meeting.
They
voted
their Sound in the earliest known writ- bolt of lightning to pass to the weitzer and German-Swiss novelA Chihuahua nog pulled little judge found the proper charge 11 cents, since K. P. St L. had
shares."
ings. God's control over light- ground.
1st Hermann Hesse.
Steve Rigney's tooth. The boy's for 24-year old Willie Kitchen
father had tied a string around who was spotted by a patrolman
Steve's loose tooth and Steve tearing up a 53 parking ticket
was lying on the fluor when the placed on his car. He was chargdog grabbed the string, pulled it ed with littering the streets, and
-and Steve's tooth.
released in $23 bond..

•

Ten Years Ago Today

FED BEEF
Inge Beef
,ND TENDERNESS

CONFUSION

Sixth* Grade
Takes Stock
Profits

Anything For
Dear Old. Harry

APPROPRIATE
-_.„KANSAS crry, Mo.4-01-- A
Kansas City ,barber t won; thW, 28th
annual Missouri Invitational trap
shoot title, hitting..984 of 100 argets on a wind-swept day. His
name-Tom Shoots.

Boy Admits The
Killing Of Father

thr

ik

lb. 99€

ghat Reef
Rolled

lb.

79°
894

st Cuts)
Center
Cuts
). 59c
lb.
.110

SS
Size

lb.

0
°

sa.

OC

2 25° '

:alit.

Ihs-

00

30-0z. 1
Cans

2

Cans
24-0s.
Bot.

2

Pkg.

low
Jar
1-Lb.
Pk g.

35°
45°
25°
25°
15°

CONSOLIDATED
STORE
SELL-A-BRATION

BRIDE 24 HOURS, KILLED

SWEAT };iiiRrrs
NO
4

e

97c

estls

, MILD

JEREMIAH DALT, 19, a bridegroom of only 24 hours. Iles along
roadside in Westbury, N. Y., receiving first aid after a call**
on • rain-slicked pavement His bride. Mericke, 17, was unlit&
The crash occurred only a few miles from the church in which
Ihsternational BoandphotoA
then were wed-

•
-WHITE or GREY
$1.49 Value
NYLON REINFORCED

ROUND AND ROUND IT GOES -

4

\\k
'
.14421 4

- 290 Value ASSORTED COLORS
14" x 26"

LOOP RUGS
24" x 36"

1.0

(46-0z. Can)

for

(20-0s. Can)
(20-0s. Can)

- Values to

39c -

Sizes 4 - 6 - 8

•

•

SUEDE JACKETS

98c

Ladies' Cotton Hose
44c

$12"

HRU SAT.. OCT. 12

LADIES'

I

House
Dresses
$1(")

- Values to 59c -

MOBS
tette/ BaiciagE

CLABBER GIRL
BALAN.....0 DOUEil E AC

ON

60
NYItma

GAuGt

HOSE

2 pr. $1"

Values
to $2.49

In A N

Values

TS

'72" x 90"
RAYON - COMM and NYLON

/11, Pair

cnitifta

BED SPREADS
Full Size

$4"

47c

BOYS'"T"
SHIRTS

$

BALANCED
double-adios

grORE4VDE
OUTSTANDING VALUES
IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

$1.00

4 PAW
(46-0s. Can)

I/
TEA
TOWELS
for 35c

ASSORTED COLORS
VALUES...
Assorted Colors
Values to $1.69

BOYS BRIEFS

•

ople
iks

that final, balanced rise 10
Nght and fluffy texture in the
oven ... That's the story of
Clabber Girl's balanced double action ... Better Bailin.
everytimet

James

6Lbr.)
2 Lb. 25°

uerto
can

the BALANCE of Ingredients In baking powder that
governs Its leavening fiction. Only when these aro
scientifically balanced cam
you be sure of uniform action in the mixing bowl plus
It's

98

BOYS' and GIRLS'

FLANNEL LINED JEANS
$1.00
LAMES'

Sizes 3 to 8
PASTELS and WHITE

DUSTERS
$1."

GIRLS SOCKS
5 pair 840
White Ribbed - Nylon Reinforced

slits ... MCI I

COTTONS • RAYONS
s

.

Men's Work Socks
4pair ifilc

lc its 111184WMI
THIS DRAWING by artist 11. C. Detje illustrates the 18,000-mph
orbit of the Russian satellite around the earth, once every hour
and 35 minutes. Black arrow at bottom indicates west-to-east
411114111141Noisel.l.
rotation itt the

10c a box
',

1

CONSOLIDATED STORES INC

TAN - GREY - BLUE

EXTRA SPECIAL!
GIRLS

,

DRESSES - - -$1.00

"YOUR DOLLAR BUYS MORE
AT YOUR CONSOLIDATED STORE

PERFECT FOR SCHOOL
4.lra

_

6

'

-

74--

•
C.?1°Y j
a)14

D

PY

FA P E
s

••

4.1
11•1,

•

•
••
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•

•

-4
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• -4

•-
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Flood Control And Land Reform Sought in Iraq Now
p If- mostly in the form •of crops, .K 100 per cent One he starts 1,240,000 acres made available
and Euphrates Rivers bloorir as there have been no policical
.
averages 150 dollars per year.
,crowing, he rarely gets out of for cultivation under the massive
ties Cs r three years.
in ancient times.
He lives in a mud or reed hut. ,1,•bt.
-flood control and irrigation projClose to a billion dollars will
The 68-year-oia owlish orb ne
Iraq's land problem is being ects.
to.lari ng. His diet is mainly bread, onions.
jg....4
:iv„ogrigi,14Lisiapts
,
be,hspentnnqoopontsal.powet., 1,,. .suri
dates
and,
occasionally, rtee.../f ar*Nlias V* ?Ett e4ir
and irrigation schemes, road, hack do, t3-„-i'rafkl6i.gt,kftattt,13 at .'
apPP)i3P"'"--kihAr''t
,1
n the ;estructive
forces of
bridges, industrial and agricul- as he res•ently tld western- c or- he needs c5sh, he gets it from the ,ment program. Already some 20.the Tigris and Euphrates floods
landlord
or
a
000
moneylender
at
landless
farmers
and
their
-whether
question
is
social
services
ca
re
and
re
,
3
p„tuton,•s,
be
projects
"we
mutt
big
oral
The
are fully under control , another
tnatotain peace and or der interest rates sometimess as high families have been settled on
Iraq can build its way into, a during the next five years.
. fuj to _
5,400,000 acres will be brought
preerous and modern state
Shepilovs
and
and not allow the
under cultivation and additional
- Long-range Affair'
without the revolyrionary kind of
It is expected to be available water will be
Khrushchevs to dal with our fMarked
supplied to 7,800,Kemal
which
physicians
changes • through
to
at
the
end
Policy."
of
the
and
safety
calprogram
is
a
who!e
The,
000 acres now under seasonal
rar under the trade name "NeuAtaturk brought Turkey out of culated risk which King Feisal
cultivation.
fr.-•ni oil. Iriect is baic thy
t.: apen."
iis medieval coma .some decades
rid
a
I
TT
-241IR es -gal
a
trn"Y•
bacir:11i-iMe
lrufir—tr
"
-Wia
The government is also conpolitiDr.
Henry Welch, chief of the
putting an end to chronichere feel the
and his f,,Iloviers think so, but cal instability. It's a gamble be- many observers
Food and Drug Administration's sidering imposing a land tax to
WASHINGTON
E6
—
top
will
n
Proglrar
maiiy Iraqis and westerners here cause the government has put crucial test of Nu ri's
division of antibiotics, told the force big landowners either to
•
be centered on whit he does to government scientist warned todubt it
the long-term benefit ahead of break up -the present feudal day there has been a marked fifth annual symposium on anti- cultivate their estates fully or
.rnmediate gain for Iraq's 6,000,- landholding system. But it illCh of upswing in the number of serious biotics that an even greater break them up and sell off big
This Arab nation has embarked
reactions from penicillin use — number of reattionS—particularly chunks to farmers Another proj000 people.
Nun's political so;'port comes
on +.% hat is probably the most adshock—are to be expected as
ect is to make big landowners
Nuni has imposed authoritarian fr.-in the big lan,'owners nd including some endangering the
vanced development program in
patient's r life.
penicillin reactions is "still small"
pay for any benefits they reoperation today. Seven out of Title on Iraq to gain the time to trib'ilsheikhs.
considering
At
that
the
same
time
it
was
remillions
of
per- ceive from
that they
the deVelopment proevery 10 dollars of income fr.m • Prove .to the people
sons
who
d
Consitiere
vealed
that
a
new
drug
has
been
take
the
drug
each
Land Tax
beneficiaries of the
its prodigious oil pr,ductier. goes are the true
Iraqi pe asat it is a tair-essfully tested to combat year "and that ith as saved tens gram. But nothing definite has
typical
,
The
country
wealth.
The
nation's
dl
to
program
directly into this
of thousands of lives."
been done yet.
shai.e.r,.pper. His totril hicome, penicilin allergies.
make the garden of 'the Tigris is now ander martial law and

BAGHDAD --ei— Iraq is racing against time in seeking to
convert its fabulous oil wealth
general prosperity and
stability.

-

AU'
rate
Wil
0 Pho

Upswing In
Serious Reaction
To Penicillin

ONI
St U'

Yan ees manager, r,s
MRS. CASE STENGEL, wife of the
1\1!1her hand at milking "Rosie" in Burlington, Wis., a suburb of
waukee. In town for the World Series, Mrs. Stengel is probably
"-- first milkmaid to work in mink, even in this rich dairyland.

SERVED IN OUR STORE

•

BEd
chit
• rear

'
wowsre
NorfV,7e-r•1
.er,e

0

MEM..

MARGARINE
FLOUR 25 lb. bag
FLOUR 25 lb. bag

ALL SWEET

29Fb

YUKON'S BEST — Plain or Self-Rising

$1.99

LYNN GROVE

$1.59
2 cans 290
qt. 15e

CORN, Pride of Illinois
BR1-TEX BLEACH

SUNNRINETRITibox 23e
Flavorkist

1-1b. 29e

FIG BARS
Big Brother

SALAD DRESSING
REX JELLY

qt. 39e
2' 2-1b jar 39e

Dinty Moore

11 2-113 can 49e

BEEF STEW
DelMonte

21/2 can 39e
SPICED PEACHES
-- FRESH VEGETABLES
bunch 10e
CARROTS
bunch 15*
CELERY
head 1se
LETTUCE
bunch 10e
RADISHES
lb. Se
CABBAGE

ICE CREAM

/
1
2Gat

GODCHAUX SUGAR
CHEESE SPREAD
Cinch's CAKE MIX

10Ib

BROOKFIELD
White

a•

asitt=:7-

ChocolatYeellow

FiRLDPORK SAUSAGE
lb. 39c
BROWN 'N SERVE SAUSAGE pkg.
45c
HAMS, Swift's Premium
lb. 53c
Picnic Style PORK SHOE.LDER - lb.
29c
BACON, Swift's Premium
lb. 59c
PURE GROUND BEEF
lb. 39c
ROUND STEAK, U.S. Choice - - - - lb.
89c
CHUCK ROAST. U.S. Choice - lb. 419c
T-BONE STEAKS
lb. 99c
FRESH DRESSED HENS
lb. 39c
WORTHMORE BACON
lb. 49c
FULLY COOKED

59c.

99c
79c
19c

MAXWELL HOUSE

Coffee Sale Sanlit

JO
SON'S
GPOCERY
•

-

INSTANT $1.19.
6OL JAR

8

'vii
lllU4i W G

3-11.

1 LB.CAN

'
315"
1 17'
1 iY`>ni. 5c4
"

TIN

•

•
s- -

•
•

't

4
•
_

""

•

. •-•••••-• I--11:

•
• •S'
se
6

-•
•
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14;1315ERVICES OFFERED I Wanted :

Now
So per word for ono day. Mahatma if 17 word,

-Is poor vaord for Oros days. Chleolttod ogi or* pay

In edelweiss.
•

arately. Phone Saba Ahrr • p.ier••
c)103'
010C
HIDE-A-WAY BED with good
8 HOLSTEINS & Jersey hiefers. mattr,ess, in good condition, $50.
AUTO INSURANCE, reasonable Freshen in Mareh, April, May.
Also two end tables and Large
rates, no membership involved. 0. T. Turner, 2 milee
south of size refrigerator. Can be seen at
Wilson Insurance. Mani Street.
010P 414 N. 5th, Phone 2055,
011C
0111 Phone 321.
TFC
GOOD
Selection
of
new
&
used
OIL HEATERS, less than wholebedroom suites and living room
BEAUTIFUL Antique mahogany sale. All sizes. N. B. Ellis Co.
china oabinet, glass door. Priced
010C wiles, used electric stoves, extra
nice solid oak used dining room
• reasonable. Phone 1745.
010C
table. Exchange Furniture Co.,
Practically New 26 inch boy's
3rd & Maple. Phone 877. 011C
ONE Refrigerator and .1 electric bicycle. Cheap. See Clyde Wilstove, will sell together or sep- loughby after 3:30 p.m. 502 Vine. 9X12 RUG, fibre-twist, predomiflatly brawn, unworn, $17.50.
Phone 2060.
011C
Answer to Yesterday's Puna

FOR SALE

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

Yafl ees manager, ricS
ton, Wis., a suburb of Mu Mrs. Stengel is probably
ven in this rich dalryland.
Dj'j

1-Possess
6-8outhwestern

[ethan-

e-High mountain
12-Son of Adam
,3-Press
:4-Hawallatb
rootstock
6-ftetialr
.6-Fondling
.8-Temporary
shelter
:0-Plagues
11-liabituat•

-

.4-Vehicle

33-Unusual
24--Consecrates
37-Golf mound
of glass
SS-Species of
dogwood
41--elty in
Montana
44-Singing voice
45-Mariages
47-Rivet in
Siberia
60-Vessel
61-French priest
62-Peel
63-Worm
nam•

SHES
TA

Fis
DENT 5

PR I
HUE •

MOW

ERNE
RU SAL
kE RI
P
L
R E

TOT

r,I

A
TA
MN
'
•
Ai/f1011"4-

DOWN

In-Without end
If-Provide crew

SHOTGUN, Browning automatic.
16 geese, good condition. Rib
barrel and poly choke. Gail 833
or 1457. d„.
011C

AT

2-Man's
nickname
11-Riaked

1-Cut of meat

4-Church ofriclal

MEM mama mum

mum mum mom
mom mum=
mom'immimm
2,

21

/7
. /is 1.
,

24
3.

.

Si.

ao

27

3,

A
55

56 .

al 53

45
Si

50
53

Sy
Lou •• U4

11.66k6s• 171••04.

•57

26

by

6-Clue
6-Native metal
7-Procrastinat•
8-Confined within
fixed limits
9-Ascred bull
10-Solitary
11-Swine
17-One thickness
16-Man's
oicknam•
21-Frosted
22-Part of church
23-freshet
26-Grew out of
27-Pertaining
to a natb,n
22-Woody plant
29-Prophet
71-More mature
35-Dainty
sandwich
76-The sun
40-Ceases
41-1 iesirs
42-Epic poetry
41-Allows
44-0a the ocean
46-Sea eagle
4$-Native metal
49-Recant

1 USED Hotpoint electric range,
one 21" Console Motorola TV,
Contact Harold Guthrie, Phone
1803.
012C

C"•"STIR SS
Since young manhood they nail 'eves, she saw
Hector Niseln,i,
IT INF..
Anorew Gar .A.170aeiy kept aloof from each stroiiirr; at t.T,S th? glass Clad Ir,
thet. Untli now.
to feel he was speed on at ,
gray tweeds and .ionchalantly
They were in no mood to settle I swinging a walking stick.
every turn, even in the normal
He
pursuit Of MS vocation as artist then differences with words : had the same complacent air she
For weeks he 114td been tensing t Neither of them could have been had noticed at his dinner party.
have It out with the police, to de- coherent in argument. The tact as if the world were tus own.
The
Mend that they either arrest rum that a brawl could cost David ma twinkling eyes in the ruddy, weU•
OS leave null atone. It was gall rank meant nothing. Andrew did fleshed face were bright with in
in; to glance up from his easel not think ot the consequences to tensest.
Watching the fight, fit
atel set a policeman determinedly him of a fight with a police In- was as gleeful as any mischievons
Idling riot far oft. That he could spector.
urchin.
David was twenty pounds the
no: even picnic with a girl on' a
"Does it thrill you to see Dam
nears* without being watched heavier but the artist had • feline fighting
bo
over you?" he asked Deagility
and
was the last straw.
his wrists and forearms
were
incredibly
strong. They
"Me!" she said astonished.
For his part, David Gray resented being called a spy. Even were evenly matched, equally "You're wrong. They're fighting
angry,
and
neither
cared
over
about
something entirely differ▪ ofeesional spies prefer a less
odious appellation. He was off being hurt If only he could hurt ent."
"No matter what the} imagine
ditty. He nee a book with him. the other.
It was only by chance that their quarrel to be," said Hector,
He had planned an afternoon of
gnu iy. True lie had known for a David struck the fired blow. An- -they are really fighting over
%sees that Andrew was painting drew was rushing at hint David you. Which do you want to win?"
"Don't stand there preening
an this vicinity: but it was not put up his fist and hit Andrew
Andrew who brought him here. on the mouth. It might have yourself!" Deborah cried furiousbeen
a
brush
with
a
feather
ly.
"Can't you do something?"
for
He tad glimpsed Deborah putting
"What, for instance?"
a picnic basket into her car and all the notice the artist took in
"Stop them:" she cried more
followed her on impulse, knowing his hot anger.
Andrew lashed oot swiftly with angrily.
ot her propensity for getting into
his right fist, then his left. The
"My dear girl, I wouldn't dream
trouble.
blows went through his adver• of interfering. It's years since
It was not an explanation he sary's
guard and landed on MS I've witnessed anything bait so
Could otter even if he rout been in lower ribs and jaw.
David stag- stirring. I find the spectacle en• placatory mood, which he was
gered hack and Andrew followed thralling. You wouldn't be willnot. For days tie had been smart. him with a flurry of swift thrusts
ing to make a small wager on the
irg from a verbal lashing ad- that pounded flesh and bone
again outcome; No, 1 Wag afraid you
M.nuitered by the Chief Constable, and again Davtd
went clown and wouldn't Pity."
_ who accit_Vd him of bungling the Andrew stood panting,
waiting
The sun racing the clouds cast
tlarvin Cage: • frustrating ex- with hands clenched for him
to a pattern of light and shar.Now
penence for an am bit ions man. rise.
that skimmed over the rougn
And now here was Andrew chargAs his back touched the ground, grass. A Bea gull screamed raucing up with fire in his kyea. tie David rolled over
and scrambled ously, -hovering in suspended
fiani:ered to meet him with • up. He lunged at Ar drew
with flight
A Light wind blew in
clenched flat.
his head down, taking a smash from the west with the salt of
Behind the inevitable antagon• across the mouth that brought the sea on Its breath.
Ism of policeman and suspect lay blood, but succeeding in gripping
"A grand day for a walk Is
• deeper enmity. Since they were him about the chest with both the country," said Hector, in the
small boys in their first school arms. They struggled and sway- Jovial tone that rarely varied
caps. In the same form at the ed, legs interlocked, feet scrab- whether he was being cutting or
same school, Andrew 'Garvin and bling, shoulders Jabbing, and went kind. "I loathe walking, but my
David Gray had been hoStile to down In a tangle, rolling over and doctor insists. Now rm glad he
each other. One an extrovert, the over on the grassy slope.
does, or I should have missed a
other an introvert, both outstandDavid emerged from the tangle sight worth a hundred weary
ing and vigorous personalities but astride the other man, striving fee miles."
as unlike as denizens of different a grip that would give him con"Men battling like animals?"
planets, they had rasped on each trol when, with • powerful up- She was astounded by Hector's
other like opposing abrasives thrust of stomach and knees, An- indifference to two humans hurtfrom infancy to adolescence. They drew threw him .oflf. They sprang ing each other.
could not lucidly have explained simultaneously and drove at each
"My dear Miss Vail, man is an
this tacit dislike. It was simply other again, smashing, pounding, animal. Don't be deceived merely
that when one appeared the each taking as much punishment because he drinks tea out of a
other's hackles rose.
as he dealt out. Neither cared for cup. It Is by repressing animal
One hart achieved his early am- anything but getting at the other Instincts that one gets nervous
bition and become an artist. The man.
breakdowns and such disorders.
other, eager to fdllow in Ms
Deborah had followed Andrew Far better puhch an enemy's
father's footsteps as a doctor, had lip the incline and now stood head or tear at his throat than
been forced by lack of funds to helplessly watching the fight- She Set hatred brew poison inside of
give up that Cherished dream and had never before seen grown men you."
Join the police force.
"I think you're loathsome." Shia
Although using their fists on each other
David had become proud of his and had no Idea how to stop them. looked around wildly for other,
calling, it had rankled at first to It looked as if they meant to kill help in breaking up the fight.
know that people were joking each other. She winced with
-That's rather a pity, for I
about him as he paced a beat in every telling punch that landed think you're charming," Hector
uniform.
His satisfaction with and, at last, covered her eyes with responded.
financial security and promotloe her hands, unable to bear the
Deborah clenched ber Mee
was diminished by Andrew's win- sight any longer.
ning a thousand-pound prize and
A voice behind her a e 1d. and began to scream In hysreturning from London yeah a -They're reallyagoing at it, aren't
teria
. she was shocked bewife who was the most beautiful they?"
y end all self-cuntroL--Coatlase
woman David had ever seen.
Whirling round, uncovering her the story here tomorrow,
_
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College and has a normal rental
income of $60 per month.
Five choice Reeidentiel lots located on Ryan Avenue in the
Paaco Subdivision,
Ryan Ave. is one block south of
College Farm Road and extends
west from Murray St-ate College
at • North 16th -Street to North
18th Street. Ryan Ave. is a paved street with city water, city
sewer and city gas and is restricted to residences with a
minimum Door area of 1000
square feet and brick or stone
exterior. In case of rain the sale
will lie postponed to October 19,
1957 at 1:30 p.m. cat.
John Otis Pasco, Owner
Luck Burt, Auctioneer
o 9-11 c

NOTICE

MONUMENTS
16 FT. Runabout Boat. Fiberglass
with decks and upholstery. Fully Murray Marble & Granite Works,
equipped. With or without Jahn- builders of fine memorials for
son 35 h.p. motor. See Bob Cook wer half century. Porter White,
N2C
at Hazel, Saturday afternoon Manager. Phone 121,
only.
012C
LOOK! Alhom Alum storm winBICYCLE, girls, 26 in, good con- dows with Alum screen. OM
dition. Will sell cheap. Phone dour. $189 installed. We aisa
have the triple track. N9 down
440-R.
012C
payment. Up to 36 morales to
p.y. Hume Comfort Co., 18th and
STADARD upright Mare°. Priced Main St. Phone
E303.
N7C
reasonable. 410 N. 6th.
012P
GARDNER Cemetery
cleaning
Friday, Oct. 11, 1:00 p.m. All mNIOCIOE OF Ivutmic SALE
tereeteel are invited to attend
On Satuasay anernoon, October
010P
12, 1957 at 1:30 p.m. cat, I will
offer at Public Sale to the high- 50" of :1st price 1 day only,
est bidder the following property Saturday 12. Living room suites
located on Ryan Avenue in the $249.95, $124.95; piatform rockers
Pasco Subdivision to the City of •.30.00, $1.500; cedar ,cheet $49.95,
$24.95. Anything in same oneMurray, Kenteeldv:
half price, 1 day only. Paschall's
1 Duplex Aparment located at
Discount House, Hazel, Ky.
the corns. • cf
Ave. and Ryan
010?
Ave., co: arsing 2 separate @partMenne saltris.hiees-roOrnd atid'tie
AR -OWNERS:" -Effective Sant:
in each. This apartment is only 25-. we are providing faintly au,mobile insurance pratectien at
25s.. below normal rates. Purdam
and 1 hurrreda Insurance Agency,
407 Muple Street, south side oh
couri square, phone 842 or 847,
Muersg, Ky.
•.r}sc

lb

0

DEAD STOCK removed free.
riadlo dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a weak. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
1205.
.

• '1

11

ONE SET of used front wheel
weighte, 51 Ford treater and 1
used PTO poet hole digger, one
used wagon. Call George Ed
Overbey, phone 14.
010C

or. s cops ror
Children,Planned

Five workshops far leaders of , to 16), and general and asso500 Barrels of New Yellow Corn.
DEAD ANIMALS removed, free I Highest market price. Calloway children, 9 to 16, in Barstist catier_al (Dicers.
Sesesi. ;
i _nference leaders will
rd-.Asergs. 7.1erses.s *slaw • astA1n,sin
hn1 Lisstansounaiii. Sawa-retpurches.iveil.-kap
111O.INK,
...Faitieo.11.
Sentle••
hogs. In compliance with aounty. Call 207.
TFC lucky Oct. 7-11.
wes.era Baptist 't heologica 1 Semstate and federal health regulaThey wiE meet at First Bap- inary, F.. Wur.b, Texas, and
tions. Phone collect Mayfield,
tist Church, Madisonville, Mon- airs. J. ie_naion Pearce, Deland,'
Ka, Franklin 62188 9,r 1224-R
day; Crescent Hill Baptist Church Fla.-0.hers leaciers will come
nights and Sundays. B. G. Nr
Tuesday;; Find. Baptist fram the diaiedst Sunday School
Rendering Co., Mayfield
Ky. A •
Church, Newpsza, Wednesday; Ward, Na_nvule, and from the
Complete new management. Jersaac in..ei.on boards of
Central Baptist Church, Winry Berry, Al Vivrette, Clay Grey.
chester, Thursday; and Firat.Bap- several
09
.
•
CHICAGO - Air condi- list Church, Semersa, Friday.
tioners will soon be available for
late workshops will -be sponhire by offies and business firms
CAR EtaiNGS TROUBLE
sored jointly by Lila Sunday
all over the nation, the Leasing
School, Training Union, Wamana
SMALL NEW business building Corporation of America said.
Missionary s Union, Brotherhead
Herbert B. Wulf, LCA presiwith full size basement. Top
STATESVILLE, N. C. et. - A
the
and Single departments
location for any kind small busi- dent, said his firm has designed
Kentucky Baptist Executive 14-year ma youth told officers
ness Rent cheap. Baxter Billary. a renting plan whereby custo.insee stolen cars aimBoard. /1 heir perpo.se is to stress tie aro.e
Phone 886 cis 41.
010C mers sign a lease tor two, thSee correlation of educational efforts massy areune North Carolina beor five years and pay at a fixed
of the various organizations of cause ' se rimer been anyplace."
monthly rate.
ioaviu aida nsw
told sheriff's
4 ROOM UNfurnished first floor
the charch.
Wolf said he rates are based
aeputies tie wrecked the first
apartment. Ideal location to high
The program will begin at 10 car he stoic, aria abanuoned the
school, newly decorated, natural on the size and wring required
gas heat, $50 mo. Tucker Real to install 'the air conditioner and a.m. and end at 3.30 p.m. at each second when'it c.e.eloped engine
-place. Thaw attending will be trouble and. stoic another. He
Estate Agency, 502 Maple. Phone the cost to maintain it.
He said LCA expected more divided into three groupa: work- was driving the thifd when ar483.
010C
than 100 cities to have its leas- ers with Juniors (ages 9 to 12), rested for not paying for gasoline
a a-kers with in.erinecliates .(13 at a service station.
ing service by the end of '1957.
BUILDING, 212 East Main, See
Mr. A. F. Doran, People Bank.
012P

.
"- Y

Renting Plan
Is Designed For

I

""74.-•1-t-nalc-gen,••,

FOR RENT

S. EARII-1

ROCKET FOR LAUNC•

FURNISHED APT. with private
bath and entrance, brick home.
N. 4111 St. A. G. Outland.
Phone 446-W or 236 `
012P
MICE 5 R00111 Brick house with
full basement. Available 15th.
-Call 1801.
012C

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
appreciation and heartfelt thanks
to. aux friends, neighbors and
relatives for every expression of
sampathy and kindness extended
us during the • illness and death
of our dear daughter and sister.
Beatrice Ann Ross.
We wiih to thank those who
.'sat up during the night, for the
beauziful floral offerings, doetaftsand-friliSa. at s?re-Far
Mcrg,an Hospital, Mayfield, the
Baptist Haspital in Paducah.
Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashville,
Dr. Miller and Dr. King and
Mrs. Hardie.
Especially do we thank Mr.
Miller, the 61h grade leacheb and class at A,lmtu Sch
Rev. Terry Clapp. Rev. Allen
INDIA CUTS IMPORTS
Shields and the Linn Funeral
Home.
Mr. and Mrs Hughie Rosa
NEW DELHI, India
- Thie
'and famlly
Indian government has announcMr. and Mrs. James Ross
ed drastic cutbacks on imports
and family
in line with a nationwide ecoMr. and Mrs. Brock Camp
nomy drive.
-- --

A THREE-STAGE rocket of the kind scientists expect to use for ialincrang the U. S. earth satellite
Is put together on Vanguard launching pad. Cape Canaveral. Fla, Left: First stage of rockct is in
position, anti second stage is being craned upward. Right: Second stage is lowered over first
(international aeunapitoto)
stage. A third stage comes later.

NANCY

by Ernie Bushmiller

SLUGGO--- HOW

DARE
YOU PL AY WITH A
BALL DURING
SCHOOL
HOURS

FOLLOW
- -I'M GOING TO
REPORT THIS

PRINCIPAL

r
i.I.
no 0111.6484406.....6.
C.. 1,37 it, treed RM.
u",

ABBIE

.
...9/4.•
•Z-X(
(FUSWOW Ai-LEAL

an' SLATS

0
by Rayburn Van Buren

Seas ABOUT THAT-HALLUCI NAT:ONS• GUESS
I'D BETTER SEE AN EYE
DOCTOR-OR BETTER
YET-A HEAD
DOCTOR::

YOU'LL FIND A SPOT PGR
CREW AND HELP
BELOW- SAME VIEW
FROM THERE
^.„ •

I'M SORRY, YOUNG
LADY- THIS DECK IS
RESERVED FOR FIRSTCLASS PASSENGERS:

fliltalo5Noct•-(
b.4 _•
cb,6 vs, it, Ural 16..0 5••••••,...•

LIL' ABNER

by Al
-IN MY COUNTRY,THE HUSBAND
OWNS EVERYTHING!! BUT, IN
YOUR UNDERDEVELOPED SOCIETY,
A WIFE HAS-sNEEFt!s- RIGHTS!!

WHEN WE SIGN
THIS,ge../LLMOOSE,
WE WILL HAVE
BETWEEN OS ALL
THE MONEY IN
THE WORLD

s/OUR WIPE MUST
SIGN,OR THE DEAL_
IS OFFff- WHERE
%SHE?-

C0,1
%>0014trc)..
i,,,
vg4
01-*

•,‘)
4?

rip

Capp

•
0
-1-7
L.STs
-r

.s

:So

, r,
GGIL.

6a.•
•I1F••

, S,i..3,.r.
/111

Jae
414•
a66•61,
641.6
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tate "SW

Film Shop

Swedish Textile
Industry Suffers

GODCHAUX

STOCKHOLM —
— Swe.By RON BURTON .
den's textile industry has sufUnited Press Staff Correspondent fered severely trom post - war
HOLLLWOOD — afi -- Big foreigrf competition, and several
Dora gets paid $125 a day to leading companies ave collapsed
dance- - with Yul Brynner. This in recent. years. .
incredible to the
may b.iseem
The competition ha's"' come
,
..‘
Vb7,
ho
.. .write mainly from European conslaardese,116.e- `Tim and would ape in ecsiacy but imports. _from Japan also ;
if 'hey could dance with him — have had an effect on the indus.
at no charge. either.
try.
A factor "hat makes the situ'Recent price increases an woolation even more shocking to en goods stuck harsh blares_ at
Brynner's fans is that Big Do- many Swedish wool-fabric menura doesn't even dance well. In forturers. Some . companies were
WINESAP
- fact_ 'tier waltz.- gavotte and po2--1 forced to cease purchases- -of t
ka are mediocre at best. Of wool, while others limited their l
course. Big Dora is a little handi- buying while waiting for a price '
capped in that she weighs 500 drop'. Many of these compare,. Pelindsare new experimenting with
The truth is that big Dora is use of - cheap raw materials such I
FRESH
a 10-year-old Himalaytan SU n as rags and carding waste. •
bear who practically a Califoraia
Theprice increase was caused ;
native. She ,was brought here- at parly •by the Suez crisis and ;
the age of two months from her i partly by higher world con- ,
native India. .1-suinpti-tn. Consumption list year
Brynner's dancing partner in waj calculated at five to six per
MGM's "The Brothers Karama-. cent. while the Swedish Wool
zoy" has other intriguing statis7 purchases for the same period
tics. She's six-feet-two in her dropped by- no less than 17 per ;
bare fee. pits 40 pounds of food cent.
each day. sleepe_son a feather
Due to :he difficult situatii ;n
ntEtres-i--Ta—aft do things like-Savediele wiaol__importers pur• cuddle, play dead and dance — chase from abroad only by dirt'.
particularly if there's a bottle of order. They have stapped- buying
pop in sigh: at :he end of her , direct from Australia until the ,
reutine.
•
;
poeition improves.

- • .

SUGAR*
99,
to
— COOKING or EATING

2tbs.

APPLES

25

PORK ROAST

1-Lb. Cello Bag

ROUND

DOLLY MADISCiN

-TOMATO JUICE
Large 46 oz. Can 23c

STEAK

••

I.
Na Reek 'or' .Roll
C.estomers Seinen
•
She—has-Tom impress • e
-of-T -Ltricead they
wolfrs
stArs. Her film wrestling op- ; steelis in Europe. mainly England.:
John
ponents
have
included
which, unfortusiately. causes
Wayne. Andy Devine, Roy Rogers prices to soar even higher.
and Joel McCrea. WWith Bryn.
Another reason for the drop
Sweden's w-eit imports in the
ner her big effort is a polka, • ,
Her owner-trainer. .Byron Nei- increased purchase of fire-class
son, said he recerely tried to ex- fabri. fr. m abroad. With wages
pa/id her field of dance steps to ' and other expenses mounting
rock It' rd.
steadily. 'Swedish manufacturers
"However, it didn't work out:.
woolen, goods have found it
juet couldn't dig the : increasingly difficult to compete
Big
tuff. but 'he warmed up to Dos- with foreign makers
toevski in no time flat. In .one , They cannot increase :he prices :scene, for erarilple.• she and ;of their goods because of the
Brynner knock • off a few toasts keen et rr.peti en -from abroad.
in a Russian village tavern of the
Many leading companies are
:1830's and conclude the cene with repored t - have been operating
a whirl ar.eind. th,e room.
at a loes 'oar year and are :makMusic f- r this dance is sup-.. ing r'
,bust efforts to cut their
psy sThhiI
.eas:n
u
17TMCI ELY a
.
Muscle power. is supplied by B;g M -rc mergers are also planned t,
Dora. who -lopes. alr3und the in- enable :he industry tt operate on
tenor with Br-yruier in her arms. a pr fitable bases.
Nelson said Big Dora's wages' The cut.mers benefit from the
aren't toad at all, especially stiff competition in the. textile
he brought her as a.Cub marke. Skeden is known to be
for $350 and Int> is now one of one. of the leading countries.
first-class Engliywcaud's biggest . four-footed -Men's suits in. a
breadwinners.
lash tweed .can now be brought
---"It's a bear living. anyhow,"for 200 kronor i40 dollars), inhe said.
apology
"eluding alterat.

RED WINS OPEN SEASON

FLU

CANCELS GANtES

DETROIT t? — The Detroit I EASTON, Pa. d' — -A fu outRed Wings Nati- nal Hockey - break has caused Lafayette and
League regular season titlists in Moravian *.i caricel footbal:
eight of the :ast nine years. scheduled for Saturday Lafayetto
wen their 1957-58 campaign to- was to have played Delaware
night against the New York and Moravian was slated to meet
Rangers.
Juniata at Bethlehem

Bloody Warsaw

Student

2

GOVT TOP GRADE - FULLY MATURE -CORN FED BEEF

CRANBERR1E$ "23c

•. •
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Paramount

Chili with Beans
15-oz. can

119
25c
CHICKEN BREAST 69i
8110—W
SALAD
SLAB
BACON
491i
DRESSING 1"vessus"'"Nes.
c!tirr 79c
PORK BRAINS
19
Breeze
,1-ALTINES
COFFEE
Dust
25c
89c
Lux liquid
FRESH

Big Brother

-

PORK & BEANS
Lrg. 21 1 Can

1
GED.

-SUGAR CURED-. HICKORY-SMOKED

-ANY-SIZIE'CUT-

Big Brother

, -Tr

FILM — 1-Lb. Cups

c qt.

C

3 lb.

lb

CHASE & SANBORN

.0•16v

Iui!

Lrg. Size

your
choice

33C

1-lb. Can - Reg. or Drip •

Silver

Size

SALTINES
•77

DelMonte • -• Tomato CATSUP

I Ih. Box

Sunakine- Hi-Ho

Faultless

CRACKERS

STARCH

1-Lb.

12-oz,

Large.Size
Rinso Blue ... 280

sae
Lux Toilet . 3/290
Regular

his blood-spattered coat beside him. lies in a hospital
with- severe head and face wounds. Many students
- _have been injured and jailed in riots that began in the
Polish `capital last Thursday in protest of governmental ban on the student newspaper. "Po- Prostu."
(International Souridphote)

SATELLITE TRACKING' MACHINE
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